
APPENDICES 

No. Names Process of Language Play Names of 
Language Play 

The Characteristics 

1. Asterix Asterix         ±  Asterisk  
/æstərɪks/        /æstərɪsk/ 
Asterisk is the symbol *, placed next to 
particular word or phrase to make people 
notice. 

Mime Asterix is the main character of the 
story. 

2. Obelix Obelix       ±     Obelisk  
/ɒbəlɪks/             /ɒbəlɪsk/ 

Obelix ≈ obese 
Obelisk is a tall pointed stone column with 
four sides, put up in memory of a person or an 
event. 

Mime Obelix is a character whose job is to 
make menhirs. 

3. Cacofonix Cacofonix     ±      Cacophony  
/kækɒfənɪks/         /kækɒfənɪ/ 
Cacophony is a mixture of loud unpleasant 
sounds 

Mime Cacofonix is a character with a 
terrible voice. 

4. Getafix Getafix  ∑  get + a + fix 
Get is have something done 
A is an article 
Fix is injection of a drug 
 

Compounding Getafix is the druid of Gaulish 
village. 

5. Edifis Edifis    ♫       Edifis  
/edɪfɪs/           /edɪfɪs/ 

Homophone Edifis is a architect. 
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Edifis is a large impressive building 
6. Krukhut Krukhut   ∑     crook + heart 

I. Crook      kruk  
            /krʊk/         /krʊk/ 
II. Heart    Ǿ   hut  
            /hɑ:t/            /hʌt/ 

 
Crook is dishonest person 
Heart is the place in a person where the 
feelings and emotion are thought to be.    

Compounding 
Graphology 
Minimal pair 

 

Krukhut is someone who is asked to 
sabotage Edifis’ job. 

7. Diagnostix Diagnostix       ±      Diagnostic 
/daɪəgnɒstɪks/          /daɪəgnɒstɪk/    
Diagnostic is connected with identifying 
something, especially an illness. 

Mime Diagnostix is a druid whose job is to 
cure an illness. 

8. Therapeutix Therapeutix      ±      Therapeutic  
/Ɵerəpju:tɪks/          /Ɵerəpju:tɪk/ 
Therapeutic is the branch of medicine 
concerned with the treatment of diseases; 
helping you to relax. 

Mime Theraputix is a druid whose job is to 
cure a mental illness. 

9. Felonius 
Caucus 

Felonious   ±   Felonies  
/felənɪəs/          /felənɪz / 
Felonies is the act of committing a serious 
crime such as murder or rape; a crime of this 
type. 
Caucus is group of people with similar 
interest, often within a larger organization or 
political party. 

Mime Felonious Caucus is a character who 
has a cunning plan. 
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10. Psychoanalytix Psychoanalytix   ±   Psychoanalytic 
/saɪkəʊænəlɪtɪks/  /saɪkəʊænəlɪtɪk / 
 
Psychoanalytic is a method of treating 
somebody who is mentally ill by asking them 
to talk about past experiences and feelings in 
order to try to find explanations for their 
present problems. 

Mime Psychoanalytix is a druid whose job 
is to cure a mental illness. 

11. Solivious Levitate    ≤    levi 
Levi        livi 
Solivius     ©  so + livi + us 
Levitate means to rise and float in the air with 
no physical support,  especially by means of 
magic or by using mental powers. 

Clipping 
Graphology 

Blending 
 

Solivious is a friend of Asterix and 
Obelix who offers them to play in a 
theatre. 

12. Postaldistrix Postaldistrix   ∑  postal + distrix  
distrix    Ǿ  district  
/dɪstrɪks/    /dɪstrɪkt/ 
Postal is connected with the official system 
for sending and delivering letters. 
District is an area of a country or town. 

Compounding 
Minimal pairs 

Postaldistrix is a postman. 

13. Impadimenta Impadimenta   ∑   Impatient + demented  
Impatient = not patient. 
Demented means mad 

compounding 
 

synonym 

Impadimenta is a bad-temper 
character. 

14. Unhygienix   Unhygienix   ±   unhygienic 
/ʌnhǝɪdƺi:nɪks/ → / ʌnhǝɪdƺi:nɪk/ 
Unhygienic = not clean and therefore likely to 
cause disease or infection. 

Mime Unhygienix is a character who has 
bad smell. 
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15. Fulliautomatix Fulliautomatix   ∑    fully + automatic 
Fully means completely 
Automatix     ±    automatic 
/ɔ:tǝmætɪks/         /ɔ:tǝmætɪk/ 
Automatic means having control that work 
without needing a person to operate them. 

Compounding 
 

Mime 

When Fulliautomatic speaks, 
everybody around him will 
automatically fight each other. 

16. Vitalstatistix  Vitalstatistic      ±   fatalistic 
/vaɪtlstǝtɪstɪk/  /feɪtǝlɪstɪk/ 
Vitalstatistic ≈ fatalistic 
Fatalistic is showing a belief in fate and 
feeling that you cannot control events or stop 
them from happening. 

Mime 
 

Allusion 

Vitalstatistic is a character who is 
afraid of the sky falling on his head. 

17. Petitsuix Petitesuix   ∑   petite + suix 
Suite /swi:t/      ±        suix /swɪks/   
Petite = small   
Suite is set of rooms, especially in a hotel 

Compounding 
 

Mime 
 

Synonym 
 

Petitesuix is a character with tiny 
body who owned a hotel. 

18. Winesanspirix Winesanspirix    ∑    wines + and + spirits  
And      an 
Spirix /spɪrɪks/   Ǿ   spirits /spɪrɪts /   
Wines is drink made from the fermented juice 
of grapes 
And is as well as 
Spirits means alcoholic drinks, such as 
whisky or gin, that are made by distillation 

Compounding 
 

Elision 
 

Minimal pair 

Winesanspirix is a character who 
sells wines and charcoal. 
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